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ear Humanities Students, Families, and Friends, Welcome to the first newsletter of the 2014-2015 school year! We began the newsletter almost 14 years ago and it has remained largely a student production throughout the years. Students are editors, publishers, writers, and also assist in production and distribution. I extend my gratitude to all those who help with the newsletter and keeping this Humanities tradition alive. Students have been incredibly busy this first quarter. Not only were students instrumental in volunteering with hosting the Specialty Center Fair on Oct. 13th at Monacan, they also helped with the fair on Oct. 16th, followed by the successful Open House on Oct. 23rd. I say this with the utmost sincerity but I could not do these func-



tions without the help of students and parents. In the midst of all the Center functions, students had major projects due. Freshmen survived their Tribal Narratives, while sophomores interpreted their own “Unicorn” projects. Juniors presented their “American Theme Parks” and seniors have begun work in earnest on their documentary (year -long) project. These group projects are a tremendous amount of work but the goal is to teach collaboration, develop creative thought, as well as hone organization, research, writing, and presentation skills. To quote one University of Virginia graduate, “Who knew there would be so much group work in college?” In addition, students served in the community with freshmen working at Maymont, sophomores visited their second grade pen pals at Reams ES, and juniors bought and delivered Scho-



lastic books for Crenshaw kindergartners. Several of these partnerships have been in existence for as long as the Humanities Center has existed which speaks to the manner in which our students present themselves and the help they provide. I also suggest that Humanities families bookmark the new Humanities website found at https:// sites.google.com/site/ monacanhumanities/ Kudos to Ms. Julie Coleman who bravely and tenaciously developed the new website this past summer. Thank you for your continued support and I wish each Humanities family a wonderful holiday season. My door is always open, Clare Tilton Coordinator
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reetings from Human Ties!



Welcome to our new freshman and parents. We are thrilled to have you as part of the Humanities family. Welcome back to our returning students and parents. It has certainly been a wonderful start to the new school year.



WORDS FROM THE PRESIDENT



I have been involved with Humanities for the last 8 years, and I always look forward to the excitement that fall brings here at Monacan. The Human Ties is a parent organization which supports and promotes the Center for the Humanities here at Monacan. The organization is a non-profit tax -exempt community organi-



zation. Joining Human Ties is the simplest way in assisting with the success of the programs offered. If you have not already joined please complete the enclosed flyer and return it along with the $25.00 dues per family to Ms. Tilton. Human Ties has been busy this year with a very Continued on Page 4.
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enior Year!! We’re finally here! We made it! After years of studying paintings, going on service field trips , and building lifelong friendships, the first quarter of our last year in Humanities is over! This year we have some of the best teachers, including Mrs. Tilton, Mr. Bolt, and Mr. Gurecki. Mrs. Tilton, being the Humanities coordinator, has already known most of us for four years. This year in Humanities, there is a year-long group project –a documentary – in which we work on mainly in Perspectives class. So far, we’ve done this by watching documentaries in and learn-



T



BY CHARLY NORRIS



ing the basics in camera angles and interview questions. I’m excited to continue learning new things about constructing the best documentary! Mr. Bolt is our English teacher for the year, and he is the most eccentric and easy-going teacher I have ever had. We have already read Macbeth, Uncle Vanya, multiple poems and excerpts, and learned how to quickly pick out the significant and vital pieces for analysis. His class is fast-paced and yet Mr. Bolt links everything smoothly and it’s all effortlessly retained. Mr. Gurecki is, by far, my favorite teacher, and makes government my



JUNIOR CLASS OF 2016 he junior class’s first nine weeks have come to a close, and although they are only a fourth of the way through the difficult year, they’ve already learned a myriad of new information in their Humanities classes. This year’s teachers include Mrs. Bolt for English, Mr. Fiske for Perspectives on The Human Experience, and Mr. Van Arsdale for AP US History. For many juniors, this class is their very first Advanced Placement course - but the challenge is gladly accepted. In their English classes, which are centered around American Literature, the juniors began the year by discussing their summer reading novel, The Great Gatsby by F. Scott Fitzgerald. They then spent the first few weeks contemplating it’s correlation to the concept of the American dream. Additionally, they spent time reading the full text of the popular play, A Raisin
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favorite class of senior year. He is a persistent and diligent teacher that holds very high standards for his students. We have been studying links between the Constitution, federalism, and other topics that the American government is based on. Mr. Gurecki keeps us on our toes with domestic and foreign affairs in the news today. As of November 18, 2014, there are only 200 days until graduation! I will miss the Humanities program and all of the teachers and especially my life-long friendship with Chelsea Denis. Humanities is a wonderful program in which to grow personally, culturally, and academically.



BY ABIGAIL STAUB



in the Sun by Lorraine Hansberry, which depicted the true AfricanAmerican experience in 20th century Chicago. They compared the image of the American dream to this text as well. As they moved further into the first nine weeks, they read literary sources from early colonial writers and bigger names like Benjamin Franklin and Thomas Jefferson. From here, they now usher in the American Romantic movement. In their Perspectives class thus far, the juniors have studied art and architecture from the very first colonies moving into the antebellum period. First, they discussed early watercolors and maps, which served as sources rather than creative, individualized works. As time went on they moved through Puritan art, colonial portraiture (i.e. John Copley, Charles Peale, etc.), and the rise of a distinctly American style. Eventually they came to The Grand Manner, a style



which featured history paintings with an Old World influence and modern touches, such as period clothing. However, this style did not stick in the colonies and instead they moved forward into artistic period which featured nationalistic landscapes of America and architecture in the Neoclassical style. Additionally, the class read the full text of The Crucible by Arthur Miller and discussed the effect of Puritanical society on the panic of the witch hunts. In Mr. Van Arsdale’s AP United States History class, the students of the Humanities class of ‘16 have become experts on the happenings in America from the early native groups until Monroe’s presidency in 1817. They have covered an immense amount of information since the year began, and have spent their time learning about the most significant events of American history which shaped us into the nation we are to-
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day. The class is a bit more challenging than history classes in the past, and moves at a quick and rigorous pace. It is highly interesting to many of the juniors, who have spent their high school careers discussing history around the world in many countries—but never their own. It’s a great change of pace to learn about domestic history, and it makes it much simpler to absorb when one can apply it to an environment to which they are accustomed. The class is preparing in their curriculum for the AP exam in May, which will test the student’s knowledge on an expansive amount of American historical knowledge. JUNIOR CLASS cont.
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SOPHOMORE CLASS OF 2017



he past nine weeks was very busy for all Humanities students, and the class of 2017 was no exception. The beginning of the school year brought with it the challenge of more rigorous courses and new projects, namely the Unicorn project. At the beginning of the nine weeks each sophomore broke into self-selected groups and chose one topic from several determined by the teachers. Some topics included the King James Bible, glass, gold, and, the main one, Unicorn. The assignment was to take the chosen subject and place it in a time period that the group of students thought best fit. Then, a character



was to be created and placed within that time period to somehow interact with the selected subject. Students were instructed to make a presentation with visuals such as a video through the created character while providing information about how the object was used. After several weeks of hard work, each group presented their project in the forum in front of the rest of the students. Each project was unique in its own way, and it was evident that lots of effort was put in to each. During the first nine weeks of Perspectives, the Humanities sophomores began studying different pieces of art as well as being introduced to new artists. In Septem-



FRESHMAN CLASS OF 2018
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lready, I have had more fun in two months in the Humanities program than I had in one year in eighth grade. I have made so many new friends here at Monacan. It is



a lot more work than middle school, but it has not been overwhelming, or at least not yet. The workload ebbs and flows. The teachers have been great so far, and they manage to make class interesting. Whether it be cracking jokes, or acting out stories, they keep all of us entertained. The freshman class in the Humanities has just finished up a big group project called Tribal Narratives. It was assigned in the second week of October, and everything was due by the first week in November. For the



BY NICOLE MANN



ber, each student created their own stain glass window replica. World History began with a review of the Renaissance and continued on to finish quarter with the study of absolute monarchs. English class brought with it new literary terms and devices as well as more literary pieces such as sonnets by Petrarch and the infamous novel Jane Eyre. Overall the class of 2017 finished a very successful first quarter, and even though everyone is no doubt ready to relax over Thanksgiving break, there will be many more interesting lessons to come throughout the remainder of the year.



BY NATALIE BERRY



project, you were assigned a group and a country. This month-long group project consisted of three subprojects, with one for each Humanities subject. You complete the projects with your group on the country that you were assigned. For English, your group had to write a story using the writing process that we learned about in class. The story had to be about your assigned civilization being destroyed and then rebuilt. For the Perspectives portion, we had to turn the story into a skit and perform it in front of the Humanities freshman class. We also had to create a painting of something that was important to your country’s culture. The history portion of Tribal Narra-



tives was done independently. We had to make a collage with pictures from the four parts that make a civilization: government, religion, economy/social class, and literature. We then had to write an essay about those four parts as well. That month was extremely stressful because we also had a ton of homework assigned from other classes. However, everyone pulled through and managed to survive. My group as well as other groups did fantastic jobs on Tribal Narratives. The skits were enjoyable to watch, and am pretty sure we all had fun coming up with our stories. I can’t wait to see what exciting activities await me in the rest of my freshman year. .
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HUMANITIES NEWSLETTER



NEW YORK CITY TRIP



BY CHARLY NORRIS



W



hen you’re, finally, a senior in Humanities, one of the most exciting things is the trip to New York City. I mean, who doesn’t want to get up early and be at school at 6 a.m. on a Saturday morning? This trip is unlike any other school field trip because we get to experience things that we’ve been studying for years leading up to these moments, with other students who understand how breathtaking these experiences are. We started with a quick trip to the American Museum of Natural History, where we saw a space show! Then, we had dinner at Planet Hollywood, before going to watch the Broadway production of Aladdin. The next day, we boarded the bus to the city just to board a boat for a tour of the city; we even saw the Statue of Liberty! After passing through Chinatown into Little Italy, we stopped for lunch at La Nona and continued our journey of the day to a tour of Radio City Music Hall. Now, the most exciting moment, as I’m sure almost every student would say, was going to the Museum of Modern Art and seeing Starry Night by Vincent van Gogh. Personally, it is my favorite work of art, and it meant a lot to see it. Afterwards, we were able to go off into smaller groups and shop on Fifth Avenue. We ended our second night in NYC with a breathtaking night view on the Top of the Rock. Before we hopped on the bus to journey sadly back to Virginia, we checked out the Metropolitan Museum of Art. Personally, it was not my first time in New York, however, I experienced so many new things for the first time and will never forget it that weekend. successful Car Wash and Doughnut Sales at the home Football games. Your dues and our fundraisers have made it possible for us to help our seniors with their New York trip and our freshmen and juniors with their field trips this November. Our Next Human Ties meeting is scheduled for January 13, 2015 at 7 pm in the Humanities Forum. I hope to see you there… Have a great Fall! Karen Rice, President of Human Ties PARENTS continued from Page 1
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SPOTLIGHT ON...



SPOTLIGHT ON SERVICE Charlotte Rich, a Humanities senior, went on a service trip to Africa. Our assistant editor, Kelly Reilly, interviewed her about her experiences: Kelly Reilly: Where did you go in Africa and when? Charlotte Rich: I went to Ethiopia this past summer from June 26 to July 6. KR: What did you do on the trip? CR: On this trip, I worked at a boys’ soccer camp. There were about 80 boys between the ages of 8-12. The boys were split into 8 different groups which ended up being their teams for the week. Each of us got placed on a different team. The boys then participated in a "world cup" and they played against each other. We were pretty much there to be supporters of the boys and show them what teamwork was about. KR: What was your favorite memory of your trip? CR: My favorite memory of the trip was the time that I got to spend with one of the boys, Fitsum. He hurt his foot one day so he decided not to participate in the physical activities. I was sitting with him to keep him company. We didn't know each other’s languages, but we tried to communicate. He was pointing to different things and telling me what it was in Amharic and I was doing the same in English. It was cool because we got to be good friends even though we didn't know each other's language. KR: If you could do it again, what would you do differently? CR: If I could go on this trip again, I would change my duration of the trip. I was there for almost 2 weeks, but it didn't feel long enough!



SPOTLIGHT ON MRS. HALL The Humanities program is excited to welcome its new geometry teacher, Mrs. Rebecca Hall. Mrs. Hall taught in Chesterfield for eight years (2002–2010) and was also a math coach. She then moved to northern Virginia for four years, and very recently moved back to Chesterfield. She has taught Algebra I, Geometry, and Algebra II. Mrs. Tilton, upon hearing that she was going to teach here at Monacan, got in touch and asked if she would be interested in teaching Humanities Geometry. Right now she is only teaching geometry, with two Humanities classes and three general classes. She received an undergraduate degree from the State University of New York at Geneseo, and received a teaching degree at Virginia Commonwealth University. She also received the National Board Certification in 2012, which is a “rigorous, peer-reviewed process that ensures that Board-certified teachers have proven skills to advance student achievement.” When asked about her arrival to the Humanities program, Mrs. Hall said that everyone in the program has been very welcoming, including parents. Mrs. Hall believes that having the freshman math and science courses segregated from the rest of the school is a great way for students coming from across the county to get to know more people and be comfortable with their classmates. On the note of students getting comfortable in their new school, she said that she has noticed that students have come out of their shell more since the beginning of the year, especially after Tribal Narratives. The freshmen have currently been working on concepts related to congruence (i.e. side-angle-side, etc.). Mrs. Hall’s favorite unit to teach, however, is circles, because it integrates many different concepts. She and her husband are expecting a baby boy in December.



HUMAN TIES - MEMBERSHIP INFORMATION Human Ties is the parent organization that supports the Center for Humanities, by subsidizing many of its enrichment activities and programs including field trips. Membership money is used directly for OUR children, enhancing the Humanities Experience for them in various ways. Family memberships are $25, but all contributions are welcome. We need everyone’s support! Please send your check (payable to Human Ties), along with the form below, to Ms. Tilton’s attention in an envelope marked “Human Ties Membership” or mail to Attn: Clare Tilton, Center for the Humanities, Monacan HS 11501 Smoketree Dr., Richmond, VA 23236.



Membership Form for Human Ties



Student Name ___________________________________________Grade________ Student Name ___________________________________________Grade________ Parents Name/s______________________________________________________ Address____________________________________________________________ Home #_________________________Work/cell #__________________________ Email______________________________________________________________ Employer Matching Gift Program?_________________________________________ Please circle areas where you are willing to assist: Ways & Means Membership



Social/Hospitality Recruiting



Arts & Activities Service/Learning



Grants Library



Human Ties is excited to offer these exclusively designed items: Sweatshirt Blanket



Insulated Tumbler



Order NOW Great Gifts for Spring and



$30



$10



Graduation 2015!



(60L x 48W — Screen print is 12x12)



Human Ties Ornament



Monacan Chiefs Ornament $12



$12



Monacan Chiefs T-Shirts $15 Orange or Grey



Free script engraving on ornaments (up to three lines)



_________________________________________________________________________________ For more information, please call ____________________________ @ (804) ___________________ Name: ___________________________________________ Tumbler _____________ @ $10 = $____________ Blanket _____________ @ $30 = $____________ T-Shirts _____________ @ $15 = $____________ Color ______________ Size: S M L XL XXL Color ______________ Size: S M L XL XXL Ornaments ________ @ $12 = $___________ Human Ties _______ Engraved? _______ Monacan Chiefs _______ Engraved? _______ TOTAL: $____________________



Phone: __________________________



Engraving: (Attached additional sheet of paper if necessary)



_______________________________________________ _______________________________________________ ______________________________________________ _______________________________________________ _______________________________________________ _______________________________________________



Please make checks payable to HUMAN TIES. [ ] Send items home with student. [ ] Hold items at office and notify me when it is available for pick up.



C A L E N D A R



H U M A N T I E S N E W S L E T T E R



DECEMBER 16—19



EXAMS



DECEMBER 22—31



WINTER BREAK



JANUARY 5



FIRST DAY BACK



JANUARY 13



HUMAN TIES MEETING



JANUARY 19



NO SCHOOL



Staff Members: Senior Editor: Ryan Ten Assistant Editor: Kelly Reilly



JANUARY 21



SERVICE JOURNALS & HOURS DUE



Contributors:



JANUARY 29



END OF 1ST SEMESTER HUMANITIES INTERVIEWS



JANUARY 30



STUDENT HOLIDAY



FEBRUARY 5



HUMANITIES INTERVIEWS



FEBRUARY 11



HUMANITIES INTERVIEWS



Chesterfield County Public Schools 9800 Krause Road Chesterfield, VA 23832 Monacan High School



A student-produced newsletter published for the Center for the Humanities in conjunction with the Human Ties organization.



Charly Norris, Abigail Staub, Nicole Mann, Natalie Berry, Kelly Reilly Parent Representative: Sharon Ten
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